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THE BRETT GROUP.
BUILDING STRONG FOUNDATIONS
The Brett Group is
one of the largest
independent groups
of construction and
building materials
companies in
the UK.

Since the company was
founded in 1909 we have
grown substantially,
consolidating our UK presence
with businesses in the USA and
Channel Islands and continually
building on our reputation for
innovation, quality products
and personal service.
Today, Brett businesses
operate across diverse
construction sectors:
Brett Concrete supplying
ready-mixed concrete,
Brett Aggregates providing
construction materials and
aggregates, Brett Construction

handling building and civil
engineering projects, and
Brett Landscaping and Building
Products offering garden
landscaping and driveway
products and specialized
aggregates to consumers and
trade customers. For more
information visit our website
at www.brett.co.uk
Each company shares the same
Group values – a commitment
to outstanding service,
engaging with customers and
remaining independent to
reinforce the trust that the
name Brett inspires.

Just as they shaped our past,
these core principles drive our
future. As a Group, we take a
long term, sustainable view,
taking every opportunity to set
new benchmarks, invest for
growth and continuously
improve the services we offer.

THE NEW FACE
OF BRETT
Launched in 2005 our new
Brett Group identity is part
of this vision. Introduced in
response to customer and
stakeholder feedback, it’s fresh
and distinctive and it represents
the whole Brett Group. The
‘built on relationships’ belief we
adopt captures what’s at the
heart of our attitude and
personalised approach to
doing business.
Yet while the Brett image
has changed to reflect our
growth and success, the Brett
Group still holds true to the
principles that made it unique
in 1909 – an unwavering
desire to constantly exceed
expectations and be the
company of choice for
businesses and consumers
everywhere.
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BRETT CONCRETE LTD
Brett House
St. Michael’s Close
Aylesford
Kent ME20 7XE

Tel 01622 793800
Fax 01622 793890
concretesales@brett.co.uk
www.brett.co.uk

The information and advice contained in this publication is given in good faith and, to the best of the
company’s knowledge, was accurate at the time of publication. However, due to our policy of
continuous improvement and development, the content is subject to change without notice. Please
note that no liability is accepted by the company, its staff or representatives for any loss, cost or
damage arising directly or indirectly from the content. No liability is accepted in respect of the
suitability or fitness for purpose of any of the products in this publication.

CONCRETE
WORKING WITH THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

CONCRETE COMMITMENT
Brett Concrete is part of the Brett Group, an
independent business which specialises in the
supply of ready-mixed concrete and floor
screed to the construction industry.
Our unrivalled expertise in this sector has helped
us to develop a product and services which are
second to none.
We build long term relationships with our
customers and understand both their technical
requirements and the commercial imperatives
which drive their success.

The Brett Group has built its
reputation on delivering our
promises and continuously
improving what we do. This
philosophy of corporate
accountability, environmental
responsibility and professional
integrity has remained the
same for almost a century –
and is still the cornerstone of
the Group’s business strategy.
We believe that ready-mixed
concrete is a key component
in the regeneration of the UK’s

public services and
infrastructure – hospitals,
roads, schools – and that it
has a significant role to play in
terms of environmental
sustainability. Ready-mixed
concrete is one of the world’s
most versatile building
materials, it’s recyclable and
surprisingly energy-efficient,
offering far more lifetime
sustainability than many other
alternative construction
materials.

QUALITY AND
ACCOUNTABILITY

SERVING ALL
SECTORS

All Brett Concrete products
are produced under a quality
management system. Our
ready-mixed concrete is
accredited to the Quality
Scheme for Ready Mixed
Concrete (QSRMC), a
specialist body which
provides product conformity
certification for ready-mixed
concrete supplied in the UK to
ISO 9001 standards. Each of
Brett Concrete’s production
facilities also employ the latest
technology to ensure that
strict statutory requirements
are met at all times.

With a combined resource of
22 operational plants across
the South East, a fleet of
truck mixers and annual
production capacity in excess
of 500,000 m3, Brett Concrete
can supply every sector of the
construction industry - from
the largest civil engineering
contractor to the smallest
DIY project. In addition,
Brett Concrete supplies
customers with floor screed
as well as operating a specialist
minimix service for domestic
customers who require smaller
loads of concrete.

CUSTOMER
SERVICE FIRST

DELIVERING THE
GOODS

With a network of quality
controlled plant operations
across London and the
South East, Brett Concrete is
now the largest independent
operator in the UK.

Our high quality products and
guaranteed service delivery
have helped us to win many
prestigious civil engineering
and construction projects over
recent years, including the
Docklands Light Railway
Contract (Section 2), London
City Airport, Bluewater Park
and three contracts supplying
the Channel Tunnel Rail Link.

Led by a dedicated hands-on
team of professional
managers, the company
prides itself on its ability to
respond quickly and flexibly
to individual customer
requirements. We offer an
exceptional level of personal
service and commitment.
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These projects have enabled
Brett Concrete to develop
specialist expertise in designing
and operating bespoke site
plants. Working in close
partnership with contractors
and clients, we are able to add
value to large-scale projects,
bringing expertise and
experience to deliver the
best solution.

